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Protein expression in humans is controlled by numerous RNA processing
steps that occur between transcription of a gene and translation of protein.
However, the importance of such regulatory steps to human diseases, especially cancer, is just now coming to light. Changes in the alternative splicing
or stability of mRNA transcribed from genes involved in cell-cycle control,
cell proliferation, and apoptosis has been linked to tumor formation and
progression. Nevertheless, in the majority of these cases, the identity of the
regulators that control the expression of such cancer-related genes is poorly
understood. In this issue of the JCI, Goehe et al. demonstrate that heterogeneous nuclear ribonuclear protein family member L (hnRNP L), a member of
the hnRNP family of RNA processing factors, is specifically phosphorylated
in non–small cell lung cancer (NSCLC). The phosphorylated hnRNP L, in
turn, promotes expression of the antiapoptotic form of caspase-9, thereby
contributing to tumorigenesis.
In humans, as in other higher eukaryotes,
nascent pre-mRNA transcripts are subject to multiple processing steps prior to
translation (1). Each one of these steps is
a potential point of regulation and can
control both on/off decisions in gene
expression as well as allow for preferential
expression of distinct mRNA and protein
isoforms (Figure 1). Alternative splicing,
which involves differential ligation of
exons to generate distinct mRNAs from a
common transcript, controls the expression of more than 90% of human genes
(2, 3). Differential isoform expression can
also be controlled at the level of selective
mRNA export to the cytoplasm and/or
mRNA stability (1). Alternative splicing as
well as isoform-specific export and stability are typically controlled by the binding
of regulatory proteins to cis-regulatory
sequences (Figure 1). Notably, members of
the heterogenous nuclear ribonuclear protein family (hnRNPs) have been shown to
have activity at all of these checkpoints in
mRNA processing (4).
As each given mRNA isoform has the
capacity to encode a protein of unique
function, the generation of multiple distinct mRNA species from a common gene
greatly expands the proteome capacity of
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the human genome. Moreover, a considerable proportion of alternative processing
events are tissue- and developmental stage–
specific, which helps to shape cell type–specific protein expression and function (5). It
is therefore not surprising that aberrant
regulation of splicing, export, stability, and
other processing steps often perturbs normal cellular function and leads to disease
pathology. Indeed, a substantial number
of disease-causing mutations in humans
alter mRNA processing events (6). However, the mechanisms by which such mutations function are typically poorly understood, thus limiting our ability to predict
and treat human disease. In this issue of
the JCI (7), Goehe and colleagues provide
a comprehensive study demonstrating that
hnRNP family member L (hnRNP L) is specifically phosphorylated in non–small cell
lung cancer cells (NSCLC cells) and that
this regulates its association with caspase-9
pre-mRNA. The interaction of hnRNP L
with caspase-9 pre-mRNA in NSCLC cells
promotes preferential expression of the 9b
isoform of caspase-9, which is antiapoptotic, and promotes tumor growth, thereby
providing a direct link between hnRNP L
function and human lung cancer.
hnRNP L regulates caspase-9
isoform expression in NSCLC
Caspase-9 is an apoptosis-initiating caspase that is known to have two distinct
protein isoforms generated as a result of
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alternative pre-mRNA splicing (Figure 2
and ref. 8). Caspase-9a mRNA contains
variable exons 3, 4, 5, and 6 and encodes
the active proapoptotic caspase, while
caspase-9b mRNA lacks the four variable
exons and encodes an antiapoptotic protein (9). A number of studies have demonstrated the importance of splice variants associated with the etiology of lung
cancers, prime examples of which include
CD44 and BCLX mRNAs (10). In the case
of BCLX mRNA, higher levels of the longer antiapoptotic BCLXL mRNA have been
found in both NSCLC and small cell lung
cancer cells; whereas differential inclusion/
exclusion of variable exons 3 and 6 in the
CD44 pre-mRNA has been shown to have
prognostic implications in lung carcinomas (10). In this issue of the JCI, Goehe et
al. (7) have added to the list of lung cancer–
specific splice variants, using RT-PCR and
immunoblot assays to demonstrate that
the ratio of caspase-9a/9b is lower in a large
number of NSCLC cells as well as in pure
populations of lung adenocarcinomas.
The increase in levels of caspase-9b mRNA
and protein levels in a lung adenocarcinoma cell line (A549) resulted in decreased
caspase activity. Importantly, using caspase-9b overexpression and shRNA-mediated knockdown experiments, the authors
directly demonstrated that caspase-9b
promotes anchorage-independent growth
and tumor induction. These experiments
highlight how two mRNA isoforms of a
given gene can encode proteins that have
opposing physiological functions and can
differentially impact cellular growth.
In order to address the molecular mechanism governing the alternative splicing
pattern of caspase-9, Goehe and colleagues
used a minigene assay comprising the
variable exons 3, 4, 5, and 6 and flanking
intronic sequences (7). Using this assay,
they showed that mutation of a purine-rich
sequence in exon 3 of the caspase-9 premRNA decreased the abundance of the 9b
isoform. Using an RNA affinity approach,
hnRNP L was found to be a major protein
associated specifically with the exon 3 ele-
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Figure 1
The processing of a nascent transcript involves numerous potential points of regulation. Pre-mRNA molecules synthesized in the nucleus
are subjected to specific RNA processing steps in both the nucleus and cytosol of cells. The RNA processing events in the nucleus include
capping, splicing, and 3′-end processing (and, in some cases, RNA editing), while regulation of poly(A) tail length typically occurs in the
cytosol. Each of these RNA processing steps can be regulated so as to generate multiple mRNA isoforms of a given gene. The depicted
pre-mRNA molecule (boxes represent exons, while the line denotes introns) can be differentially spliced to generate mRNA isoforms that
encode functionally distinct proteins. Pre-mRNA alternative splicing can also dictate isoform expression by regulating mRNA stability via
inducing/blocking NMD. Differential isoform expression can further be achieved by regulating the mRNA export of specific isoforms. In the
cytosol, mRNAs containing degradation signals can be selectively degraded, in turn leading to differential protein isoform expression. In
each of the above scenarios, regulation is brought about by recognition of cis-acting elements in the pre-mRNA/mRNA by cognate transacting factors that promote (green ovals) or inhibit (red ovals) particular events. Light gray boxes indicate mRNAs subject to degradation.
"AAAn" refers to the addition of a poly(A) tail.

ment in nuclear extract from NSCLC cell
lines. Reduction of hnRNP L protein levels, using RNAi technology combined with
overexpression studies, provided direct
confirmation that hnRNP L promoted the
expression of the caspase-9b mRNA isoform and altered tumorigenicity. In contrast, other hnRNP family members that
bound adjacent sequences in exon 3 had no
effect on isoform expression. These studies
link hnRNP L specifically to the regulation
of caspase-9 expression.
Intriguingly, control experiments in
nontransformed lung epithelial cell lines
revealed that the activity of hnRNP L in
regulating caspase-9 was specific for NSCLC
cells (7). This differential activity of hnRNP
L correlated with increased phosphorylation of hnRNP L on specific serine, threonine, and tyrosine residues in the NSCLC
cell lines as compared with control cells.
Among these residues, phosphorylation
of hnRNP L on serine 52 was specifically
required for regulating the alternative splicing of caspase-9 pre-mRNA. Furthermore,
similar to expression of caspase-9b, expression of phospho–hnRNP L, but not that of
the serine 52 to alanine mutant, was found
to induce anchorage-independent growth in
the NSCLC cell line. This is an elegant example of how hnRNP activity can be regulated,
with profound physiologic consequences, by
individual phosphorylation events.

hnRNPs in the cause and
detection of cancer
The data presented in this issue of the JCI
by Goehe and colleagues (7) have important implications for the understanding
of tumor biology as well as RNA processing mechanisms. From a tumor biology
standpoint, this study highlights and adds
to the theme of splicing regulators acting
as oncogenes or as biomarkers for cancers
(11). Research in other laboratories has
shown that members of the hnRNP family,
such as hnRNP A1, hnRNP A2, hnRNP B1,
and polypyrimidine tract binding protein 1
(PTB), are frequently overexpressed in different types of tumors, including lung
cancer (12–14); however, changes in the
phosphorylation status of such proteins
has not previously been reported in cancer
cells. It will be interesting to survey the lung
tumor samples used by Goehe et al. for the
phosphorylated form of hnRNP L and to
further examine the incidence of this posttranslational modification in other types of
tumors. Such a systematic analysis would
help determine whether the phosphorylated
form of hnRNP L can serve as a biomarker
for lung or other types of cancers.
The other question that remains to be
addressed is whether there are additional
mRNA targets of the phosphorylated form
of hnRNP L that can cause or promote
tumors. Multiple targets of hnRNP L have
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been identified in normal cells (15). Further, hnRNPs, such as PTB, hnRNP A1,
and hnRNP A2, have been recently shown
to regulate the splicing pattern of pyruvate
kinase mRNA to promote aerobic glycolysis in cancer cells (13, 14). Determining
whether Ser52 phosphorylated hnRNP
L also regulates pyruvate kinase splicing
or whether any other targets of hnRNP L
influence tumor growth will be essential
to understanding the breadth of the contribution of hnRNP L to cancer. However,
even identification of the functional significance of caspase-9b upregulation in
tumors opens the possibility of developing
drugs that can inhibit the expression of
this antiapoptotic isoform. Notably, both
a splicing-modulating small molecule
(emetine) and antisense oligonucleotide
technology are in preclinical development
for the modulation of Bcl-xL expression as
an anticancer therapy (10).
Regulation of hnRNP L function
From a splicing mechanism perspective,
the data presented by Goehe et al. (7) also
highlight several interesting questions. The
sequence of the regulatory element to which
hnRNP L was shown to associate in caspase-9 exon 3 (AGGGGA) differs markedly
from the canonical C/A-rich high-affinity
binding site for hnRNP L (16, 17). It is possible that phosphorylation of hnRNP L
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Figure 2
Model for the regulation of caspase-9 mRNA
expression by hnRNP L. The caspase-9 premRNA contains four variable exons (exons 3,
4, 5, and 6) that are differentially included or
excluded to generate the longer caspase-9a
or shorter caspase-9b mRNAs. (A) The work
of Goehe et al. (7) indicates that in normal
cells, a higher ratio of caspase-9a/9b mRNA
is present, which leads to increased levels of
the proapoptotic caspase-9a protein isoform.
(B) In tumor cells, the four variable exons are
skipped, leading to a lower ratio of caspase9a/9b mRNA, which leads to increased levels of the antiapoptotic caspase-9b protein
isoform. Goehe et al. show that regulation of
the alternative RNA processing pattern of the
caspase-9 mRNA is achieved by the differential phosphorylation of the hnRNP L protein.
hnRNP L protein is largely unphosphorylated
in normal cells, while in NSCLC cells, hnRNP L
is phosphorylated at specific serine, threonine, and tyrosine residues. The differential
phosphorylation pattern of hnRNP L could be
regulated by cell type–specific kinases and/or
phosphatases. Phosphorylation of hnRNP L
Ser52, specifically in tumor cells, regulates
the interaction of hnRNP L with caspase-9
RNA and regulates differential RNA processing of this transcript, as discussed in the text.
ESS, exonic splicing silencer.

at Ser52 alters the binding specificity of
the protein, so as to expand its regulatory
repertoire. However, it is also possible that
hnRNP L binds indirectly to the purine-rich
sequence in exon 3, since all of the binding
assays performed by Goehe et al. were done
in the presence of nuclear extract. Even in
the case of indirect binding, phosphorylation of hnRNP L on Ser52 could regulate
its protein-protein interaction properties to
help recruit hnRNP L to the caspase RNA.
This would be consistent with other examples in the field; other studies have found
that phosphorylation of splicing regulators,
such as alternative-splicing factor 1 (ASF,
also known as SF2), regulates protein-protein interactions and consequently splicing
of target mRNAs (18). Obviously, determining the biochemical nature of the interaction between hnRNP L and caspase-9 will be
essential to further uncovering the mechanistic details of caspase-9 regulation.
Perhaps an even more pressing question is to determine exactly which step of
the processing of caspase-9 is controlled
by hnRNP L. Given the vast abundance
3800

of alternative splicing, it is tempting to
assume that hnRNP L controls the splicing of caspase-9 pre-mRNA. While there
is extensive precedent for hnRNP L functioning as a splicing repressor, it is difficult to envision a model in which binding of hnRNP L at a single site in exon 3
causes the concomitant skipping of exons
4, 5, and 6. It is possible that hnRNP L only
causes skipping of the 35-nt exon 3, thereby
altering the subsequent reading frame such
that the resulting message is destroyed by
nonsense-mediated decay (NMD) (1). Alternatively, hnRNP L could regulate caspase-9
mRNA isoform expression by preferentially
destabilizing the caspase-9a mRNA that
contains the exon 3 regulatory sequence.
Such a role for hnRNP L in mRNA stability has been shown in the case of VEGF
and eNOS mRNAs (17, 19). Clearly, further
experiments are required to differentiate
among these mechanistic possibilities.
Finally, the fact that the phosphorylation
status of hnRNP L is different in tumor
versus normal tissues raises the obvious
question regarding the kinases and phos-
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phatases that govern this cell type–specific
modification. Regulation of alternative
splicing by cellular signaling pathways is an
emerging theme, and data from several laboratories have established several kinases
that modulate the activities of splicing regulators (20). Identification of the enzymes
that control the phosphorylation status
of hnRNP L would both add to the understanding of the regulation of hnRNPs and
potentially also provide additional novel
targets for the therapeutic manipulation
of hnRNP L function in splicing, stability,
and/or tumorigenesis.
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Pregnancy immunogenetics:
NK cell education in the womb?
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During embryo implantation and initiation of pregnancy, uterine NK (uNK)
cells engage invasive fetal trophoblasts to remodel vessels that conduct
blood to the placenta. This partnership, involving uNK cell receptors that
recognize HLA-C ligands on trophoblasts, varies the course of human pregnancy because the genes for both receptors and ligands are extraordinarily
diverse. Several pregnancy disorders are attributed to insufficient trophoblast invasion and the limitation it imposes on human reproduction. Previously, a particular combination of fetal HLA-C and maternal inhibitory
uNK cell receptor was associated with predisposition for preeclampsia. In
this issue of the JCI, Hiby and colleagues extend this correlation to recurrent
miscarriage and fetal growth restriction, revealing the common mechanism
underlying these common pregnancy syndromes. Equally important, they
show that mothers with an activating receptor of similar specificity to the
inhibitory receptor are less likely to suffer disordered pregnancy.
Although glittering prizes for fundamental
immunology emerged from the study of
lymphocyte responses to genetic polymorphisms within species (1–5), pregnancy is
the only situation in which lymphocytes
naturally confront another person’s tissue.
On embryo implantation and placentation
(6), uterine NK (uNK) cells of the mother
cooperate with extravillous trophoblasts
(EVTs), fetal cells that invade the uterus,
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where they remove and replace the smooth
muscle of maternal spiral arteries. This process converts these small, coiled vessels into
voluminous channels that will nourish the
growing child. A fine line exists between
excessive invasion that damages the mother and inadequate invasion that starves the
child. To achieve this balance, interactions
must occur between a variety of activating
and inhibitory NK cell receptors and their
ligands on EVTs. Common disorders of
pregnancy — recurrent miscarriage, preeclampsia, and fetal growth restriction — are
attributed to inadequate trophoblast invasion (7). Pointing toward the importance of
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interaction between EVTs and uNK cells,
Hiby et al. correlated combinations of fetal
HLA and maternal uNK cell receptors with
risk of preeclampsia (8). Inevitably, their
results, with provocative implications for
female mate choice and human reproduction (9), elicited a range of reactions in the
biomedical community, from enthusiasm
to diffidence to skepticism. In this issue of
the JCI, Hiby et al. answer their critics by
advancing the immunogenetic analysis to
a higher level, extending the epidemiology
to embrace other pregnancy disorders, and
vividly visualizing the interaction of EVT
with uNK cells (10).
Killer immunoglobulin-like receptors
of NK cells that recognize HLA-C
Numerous human diseases, including
ankylosing spondylitis (11), a back-bending type of arthritis, and life-threatening
hypersensitivities to drugs prescribed as
treatment for epilepsy and HIV/AIDS (12),
are correlated with the highly polymorphic HLA-A, -B, and -C genes of the human
major histocompatibility complex. Of their
protein products, only HLA-C is expressed
by EVT and binds to uNK cell receptors.
Although hundreds of HLA-C variants
are distinguished worldwide, in the NK
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